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The linguistic legacy of the African slave trade has been sorely misunder-

stood within the United States and throughout the world. Exacerbatecl

by longstanding racial controversies, the linguistic behavior of African

Americans, and slave descendants in particular, has been a source o1'

political and educational contention since the birth of the nation. Many

of the linguistic stereotlpes that abound regarding African Americans arc

misleading and grossly exaggerated; indeed, American slave descendants

do not constitute a linguistically homogeneous group. Thus, blacks who

grew up in isolated rural farming communities speak quite differently

from African Americans who grew up in heavily populated inner-city

neighborhoods and older African Americans typically use language differ-

ently from younger African Americans.

Slave descendants share a unique linguistic history that sets them apart

from those whose American ancestors were not enslaved Africans. Whereas

tlpical immigrants to the United States may have come to America in

poverty, speaking a language other than English, they usually did so with

others who shared a common language and culture. The vast majority

of Americans can trace their family ancestry to homelands where the

languages of their ancestors are well known. Such is not the case for

the typical slave descendant of African origin-

The explanation for this unique historical linguistic circumstance is

fairly straightforward, as are the racial consequences of this legacy. Only

blacks from Africa were imported as slaves throughout North and South

America. Whenever possible, slave traders separated captives who spoke

the same language. This practice, a crude form of language planning,

attempted to disrupt communication among slaves to prevent uprisings

during the Atlantic crossing and thereafter. Once placed on the auction

block, slaves were then denied access to schools and literacy by law. Again,

this linguistic heritage is unlike the vast majority of other immigrants who

were exposed to Standard American English within their local public

schools.

Because the linguistic consequences of slavery are not well known, many

United States citizens, regardless of racial background, do not fully under-

stand why vernacular African American dialects persist, particularly when

public figures like Bryant Gumbel or CondoleezzaRice demonstrate full,

fluent, and facile command of Standard English. Their linguistic example

implies that speaking pro{rciency is a matter of personal choice, rather

than historical circumstances. However, despite the existence of thou-

sands of African Americans who have mastered Standard English, or, in

more popular parlance, the fact that "many blacks sound white," it is all
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too easy to lose sight of the historical linguistic dislocation born of slavery

that has made it far more difficult for slave descendants to blend into

the melting pot. While the vast majority of American immigrants had the

luxury of sharing a minority (non-English) language upon their arrival to

America, such was not the case for slaves' Indeed, no indigenous African

language survived the Atlantic passage intact, giving rise to a host of

African- and European-based pidgin and creole languages that resulted

directly from the slave trade.

Due substantially to the lingering inequality that is the legacy of slavery,

educators, politicians, and linguists have had highly contentious debates

about how best to address the education of black students' and, more

precisely, how best to improve literacy among American slave descend-

ants. Does the problem lie with individual students, or are there other,

systemic explanations for racial disparities in educational achievement,

that lie beyond the control of individual students or those who care for

them? While a full understanding of the linguistic behavior of African

Americans will not resolve these pressing educational problems, it can

shed light on many of the challenges that still face those who sincerely

seek ways to overcome racial inequality.
Honest differences of opinion derived from the Ebonics controversy

that began in Oakland, California in 1996 may help to clarify the linguistic

and educational dilemma that exacerbates racial gaps in academic

achievement throughout the nation. Without question, the sociopolitical

controversy that erupted in the wake of the Ebonics debate proved to

be one of the most contentious linguistic episodes ever to jolt America.

Readers may recall that the Oakland, California school board passed a

resolution declaring Ebonics to be the language of the 28,000 African

American students who attended public schools within that district. The

public outcry denouncing Ebonics and its advocates was swift and defied

easy racial classification. Maya Angelou was among the first and most

vocal of Ebonics' detractors, followed by Kweisi Mfume and other notable

African Americans who decried any suggestion that African Americans

speak a language other than English.

Although Oakland school officials eventually denied accusations that

their resolution was intended to justify claims to obtain federal bilingual

education funding, their official policy statement was explicit in this

regard, claiming that "African-American pupils are equally entitled to be

tested and where appropriate, shall be provided general funds and State

and Federal (Title VII) bilingual education and ESL (English as a Second

Language) programs to specifically address the needs of their limited English
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proficiency/no English proficiency" (Oakland African American Task Force
Policy Statement).

In addition, some of the most contentious political commentary was

derived from an assertion contained within the original Oakland resolu-
tion stating that "African Language Systems are genetically based and not
a dialect of English." This poorly chosen remark stirred the smoldering
embers of Arthur |ensen's incendiary claims, published in the Haryord
Educational Reyiew of February, 1969, that African American students
were cognitively inferior to white students because of genetic differences
and that this inferiority was affirmed by standardized test results.

The Linguistic Society of America (LSA) waded into both the Jensen
and Ebonics controversies, each time passing resolutions that sought to
quell racially charged controversies surrounding the language of African
Americans. In the first instance, following remarks authored by William
Labov and Anthony Kroch, the LSA observed that:

The writings of Arthur fensen which argue that many lower-class people are

born with an inferior tlpe of intelligence contain unfounded claims which
are harmful to many meilbers of our society. lensen and others have intro-
duced into the arena of pr,rblic debate the theory that the population of the
United States is divided by genetic inheritance inro two levels of intelligence
ability: one defined by the ability to form concepts fieely, the other limited
in this area and confined primarily to the association of ideas.

While these statements served to undercut unsubstantiated genetic claims
in lensen's comments, Oakland's resolution inadvertently reintroduced
Jensen's genetic folly, although Oakland educators eventually claimed that
their reference to genetics was restricted to linguistic classification and
had nothing whatsoever to do with the racial genealogy of African Amer-
icans. In this instance the LSA, under the guidance of John Rickford, passed

a resolution intended to affirm the linguistic integrity of African American
Vernacular English, stating:

The variety known as "Ebonics," "African American Vernacular English"
(AAVE), and "Vernacular Black English" and by other names is systematic
and rule-governed like all natural speech varieties.

In so doing the LSA was able to accomplish two important tasks: first, and
foremost, it affirmed the linguistic integrity of black American speech, and
second, it asserted that Ebonics should be viewed as a dialect of English,
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and not as a separate language without essential English derivation. Shortly

after the LSA passed their resolution, the Oakland school board released a

revised Ebonics resolution that deleted all references to genetic classilica-

tion and conceded, albeit somewhat grudgingly, that Ebonics is "not merely

a dialect of English."
The discussion of recent and longstanding historical linguistic contro-

versies surrounding African Americans is necessary to fully appreciate that

neither linguists nor educators have yet completely resolved these matters.

The Ebonics episode in Oakland generated so much ill-will and hostility

that educators and politicians have been loath to reconsider the topicl

that is, despite the fact that many of the educational problems that are

suffered by numerous African American students owe their existence to

the very linguistic misunderstanding that lies at the heart of the Ebonics

debate.

Some brief linguistic illustrations demonstrate the subtle but sub-

stantive barriers that many African American students face as they strive

to succeed within an educational system that makes no accommodation

for the dialect that so many of them bring to school. One of the most

common dialect features of African American Vernacular English is that

of habitual be, as found in They be happy or She be staying at home.

An uncritical reflection might wrongly assume that these sentences are

identical to Standard English They are happy or She is staying at home. In

the first instance many speakers of vernacular African American English

make a productive distinction between temporary and habitual states of
affairs. Thus, They('re) happy and They be happy are not synonymous;

the former conveys a temporary state of affairs while the latter conveys

a habitual state of happiness. Similarly, She is staying at home can convey

a temporary state of affairs in contrast to She stays at home, which sug-

gests a habitual event. Speakers of AAVE can productively distinguish

between She('s) staying at home (as a temporary state) and She be staying

at home (as a habitual state).

Some insightful students of African American English have likewise

observed that some African languages make similar "stative" versus

"habitual" contrasts that they believe were integrated into the speech of
slaves and their descendants. These forms were then linguistically codified

under racial segregation and willful attempts to restrict literacy among

slaves, thereby denying extensive exposure to written norms for Standard

English.

Another linguistic illustration that is not exclusive to African Americans

refers to standard versus nonstandard uses of ain't and other forms of
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negative agreement. Whereas many speakers of American English may say

and comprehend the meaning of I ain't got no money, few Americans

(other than speakers of AAVE) use ain't as equivalent to didn't as in I ain't
drop the book. As such, the English teacher working with a classroom of
students from diverse American English backgrounds could easily launch

into a carefully planned lesson intended to illustrate distinctions between

ain't and other negatives such as isn't or don't without ever realizing that

African American students also use ain't as equivalent to didn't.

An additional example, with strong African historical roots, illustrates

some of the linguistic challenges that educators and their African Amer-

ican students face in school. If, for example, an African American student

wrote a non-standard sentence that stated, He been sad, a teacher might
readily "correct" this sentence to state He was sad. However, it is quite

possible - even likely - that the student had intended to convey not only
that was he sad but that he has continued to be sad for an extended period

of time.
Many African languages convey changes in meaning through tonal

contrasts; that is to say, they are "tone languages," and this allows their
speakers to convey different meanings for the same word depending upon

tone, stress, or emphasis. Speakers of AAVE and other American English

dialects have come to adopt a tonal contrast regarding the use of the word
been.In the preceding example, if the student had intended to say lhal He

been sod was a temporary past event, they would have intended for an

unstressed form of been to be implied. However, had it been the writer's

intention to convey that "He is not only sad at this moment, but he has

been sad for quite some time," then a stressed form of been as in He BEEN

sad would have been the intention.
Other examples from AAVE are numerous, and generally occupy a com-

plete monograph, but table 34.1 illustrates some of the examples worthy
of educational attention. As with non-standard uses of ain't many such

examples are not exclusive to AAVE. However, all of the examples that are

identified in table 34.1 are common to speakers of vernacular African

American English.
The contrastive examples illustrated in table 34.1 offer a small hint

of the vast array of subtle-to-substantiai linguistic variation that exists

between AAVE and Standard American English. Slight though these

examples may be, they serve to highlight the linguistic vestiges of the

African slave trade that serve to remind us of the bygone era of overt racial

discrimination that was sanctioned by Iim Crow laws and longstanding

patterns of residential and educational segregation.
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Iable 34.1 Some common linguistic examples of African American Vernacular English (AAVE)

Standard English AAVE

Reduction ol final consonant cluslers

col d

left

mind

desk

Sullix -s absence

cents

He has ten cents

brothels

My brothels book

likes

He likes music

Post-vocalic r absence

door

car

Absence of present-tense auxiliary and linking verbs

He is here

We are leaving

Phonological inversion

Did you ask a question?

Syntactic alternation

What time is it?

How can you do that?

What is the problem?

Non-standard Negation

I don't have any cards

He didn't leave any keys

col'

lef'

min'

des'

cent

He has ten cent

brother

My brother book

like

He like music

do'

ca'

He here

We leaving

Did you aks a question?

What time it is?

How you can do that?

What the problem is?

I ain't got no cards.

He ain't leave no keys.
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I offer these linguistic, historical, and sociopolitical observations in the
hope of shedding additional light on the unique linguistic circumstances

born ofthe African slave trade, and an ensuing recognition that legislators
have yet to demonstrate the political will to adequately address the educa-
tional abyss that persists between black and white educational perform-
ance throughout the nation. Academic excellence does not demand that
we attempt to eradicate AAVE; rather, by recognizing that many black

students come to school using linguistic patterns that differ substantially
from academic varieties of English, we can better prepare them and their
teachers to bridge the linguistic and cultural gaps that will ultimately
ensure that no child is ever left behind.

When Lingufrstlc Wsrlds frnllide

{Atrlsan Annerlcan Englistt}

Walt Wolfram and Benjamin Torbert

35 Boy in a field. O by Lise Gagne.

Debate about language origins and evolution is common, but the history
of race relations in American society makes the case of African American
English, popularly known as Ebonics, somewhat special. The broad path
of historical development seems obvious. Africans speaking a rich
assortment of West African languages such as Mandinka, Mende, and

Gola - among many others - learned English subsequent to their shackled

emigration from Africa to North America. But the process of this shift
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and the possibility of lingering linguistic effects centuries later from the

ancestral languages of West Africa remains a matter of controversy and

intrigue.
Describing the early development of African Arnerican speech presents

a historical, linguistic, and political challenge. Slave traders were hardly

thinking of documenting their exploitation of human cargo for the

historical record, and most references to speech in the early slave trade

were connected to its role in moving and marketing human merchandise.

For linguists, the reliance on limited historical records written for

purposes other than linguistic documentation is always problematic, but

the difficulties are compounded for vernacular speech that society has

deemed unworthy of preservation. Writing was an illegal skill for early

African Americans in North America, making first-hand accounts rare

and questionable in terms of accuracy with respect to vernacular speech.

But there are also questions ofauthenticity about other recorders ofblack
speech, and its representation runs the gamut - from racist caricatures

that exaggerate stereot)?ical differences to inclusive portrayals that over-

Iook any possible ethnic differences in speech. Observations about African

American speech have never been far removed from the politics of race

in American society, so that it is hardly surprising that the status of
African American English (AAE) has been - and continues to be - highly

contentious and politically sensitive.

Com petin g Explanations

Two major explanations have dominated the modern debate over the

origin and early development of AAE. The "Anglicist Hlpothesis"'

originally set forth by prominent American dialectologists during the

mid-twentieth century, argues that the origin of AAE can be traced to

the same sources as earlier European American dialects of English - the

varieties of English spoken in the British Isles. This position assumes that

slaves speaking different African languages simply learned the regional

and social varieties of the adjacent groups of white speakers as they

acquired English. It further assumes that over the course of a couple of
generations only a few minor traces of these ancestral languages remained,

as in the tlpical American immigrant model of language shift.

In the mid-1960s and the 1970s, the Anglicist position was challenged

by the "Creolist Hypothesis." Researchers of creole languages noted that
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the early language situation for African descendants circumscribed by the

conditions of slavery was hardly like that of Europeans who came by
choice and blended with other European groups. Instead, the extreme

circumstances of subordination and segregation led to the development of
a "creole language," a specially adapted language formed when groups not
sharing a common language need to communicate. Tlpically, the lexical

stock of the creole comes from the language of the socially dominant
group. The Creolist Hypothesis asserts that an English-based creole lan-
guage spread throughout the African diaspora, and today creoles are still
spoken in regions that extend from West African countries such as Sierra

Leone and Liberia through the Caribbean to the Sea Islands of South

Carolina and Georgia, where the creole language Gullah is spoken (see

chapter 28, "Guliah Gullah Islands"). This creole spread to the sprawling
plantations of the American South, becoming the prototype for the devel-

opment of AAE. The Creolist viewpoint argues that the speech of African
Americans in North America has changed greatly over the centuries, but
that the imprint of its creole past is still found in a number of language

traits: the absence of the linkingverb be (e.g., You ugly), the loss of inflec-
tion suffixes such as the -s on verbs (e.g. Shelike school), possessives (e.g.,

the dog mouth), and plurals (many time), as well as the distinctive verb

particles such as the use of done to indicate completed action (e.g., He

done went) and the use of been ro indicate distant time (e.g., She been

known him forever). All of these traits are tlpical of well-known, English-

based creoles - from Gullah to Jamaican Creole, and to Krio, the dominant
language of Sierra Leone.

Revising the Hypothesis

New historical and linguistic information has brought the traditional
positions on the origin of AAE under intensilied scrutiny. One source of
information comes from the ever-expanding written records of ex-slaves,

including an extensive set of ex-slave narratives collected under the

Works Project Administration (WPA), newly uncovered letters written by
semi-literate ex-slaves in the mid-1800s; and other specialized texts, for
example, an extensive set of interviews conducted with black practitioners
of voodoo in the 1930s known as the Hyatt texts. In addition to these

written texts, limited sets of archival audio recordings have been uncovered,

including a set of tapes made by WPA workers with ex-slaves in the 1930s.
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A quite different source of new information comes from the examina-
tion of the speech of groups of black expatriates who have lived in relative
isolation since their exodus from the United States. For example, in the
1820s, a group of blacks migrated from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to the
peninsula of Samand in the Dominican Republic, where the descendants

of this community continue to live today in relative seclusion. A signific-
ant population of African Americans also migrated from the United States

to Canada in the early 1800s, and some of their descendants continue to
live in remote, out-of-the-way regions of Nova Scotia. It is commonly
assumed that secluded groups will be relatively conservative in their use

of language and thus may provide a window into the earlier state of a

language. The examination of speech in these transplanted, black-enclave
communities has shown a striking resemblance to the speech of earlier
European American varieties spoken in North America, reviving support
for the Anglicist Hlpothesis. However, there is an important difference
between the British-origins position of a half-century ago and the current
position referred to as the "Neo-Anglicist Hlpothesis." The original
Anglicist position concluded that the early accommodation of European
American speech by African American speakers has been maintained to the
present, so that there remain no essential differences between the speech

of comparable groups of African Americans and European Americans
in the rural American South, the regional source of the earliest African
American speech in the United States. The Neo-Anglicist position,
however, argues that AAE has diverged from European American varieties
over the years, so that present-day AAE is now quite different from
contemporary benchmark European American dialects. The differences
are not due to earlier language history, but to the evolving nature of
African American speech during the twentieth century.

Resolving the Controversy

For almost a decade now, a team of researchers from North Carolina State

University has been re-examining the development of AAE based on yet
another set of historical circumstances - longstanding, enclave African
American communities in geographically remote areas of the United States.

As in studies of expatriate situations, the lack of everyday contact with
outside groups may provide insight into the history of African American
speech. In one respect, these communities in the US may be preferable
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to expatriate situations because they offer the advantage of long-term
continuity in a regional context. For example, in Hyde County, North
Carolina, a sparsely populated coastal region characterized by the unique
Outer Banks dialect (see, for example, chapter 30, "Dialect in Danger"),
African Americans and European Americans have co-existed since the
first decade of the 1700s. Until the mid-twentieth century, the marshland
terrain made it difficult to travel overland and there was little movement
into and out of the region. The long-term seclusion and stable bi-ethnic
settlement that included a 25 to 50 percent African American population
for three centuries present an ideal laboratory for examining the develop-
ment of language over time. Through our interviews with more than a

hundred speakers ranging in age from 5 to 102, we can project what the
earlier language was probably like for both African Americans and Euro,
pean Americans, as well as how it might have changed during the course

of the twentieth century. Similar communities have also been examined in
other regional settings of the South, including a couple of geographically
remote communities of African American speakers in Appalachia, where
their speech is surrounded by a dialect influenced historically by Scots-
Irish (see, for example, chapter 3, "Defining Appalachian English", and
chapter 4, "If These Hills Could Talk").

The research shows that the speech of older African Americans was
more influenced by the regional dialect of the area than that of younger
speakers. For example, in Hyde County, where the unique Outer Banks

dialect features the pronunciation of high tide as hoi toid and the forma-
tion of negative sentences with be as I weren't there or She weren't there,

older black and white speakers sound much alike. In Appalachia, older
African Americans and European Americans share characteristic regional
features such as the pronuncialion of fre as far, the use ofthe prefix uh- in
He was a-huntin' and a-fishin' and the use of -s on verbs in People goes

there all the time.In fact, when we play excerpts of speech from these older
speakers to outside listeners, they are often unable to identifr the ethnicity
of the speaker. This kind of evidence would seem to support the Anglicist
position as the correct historical interpretation.

Closer inspection indicates that matters are not as simple as they might
appear at first glance. The detailed investigation of different kinds of
language structures shows that there are some features that have continu-
ously distinguished speakers ethnically, though these are sometimes more
subtle than the more salient items found in the current urban version of
AAE. For example, we hnd a few pronunciation and grammatical features

that apparently have been ethnically distinctive for centuries, co-existing
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comfortably with a shared set of regional features. Though older African
Americans and European Americans may have the same regional traits,

they have differentiated themselves in the pronunciation of consonant

blends before a vowel such as the loss of the final consonant in wes' en' for
west end. The groups have also been different in the pronunciation of
consonant sequences such as skr for str, in skreet for street. In grammar,

the patterned absence of be in sentences such as He ugly and the absence

of various inflectional suffixes in she go, the boy hat, or many time have

probably differentiated black and white speech in some outlying Southern

regions for as far back as we can project in the history of American Eng-

lish. Many of the traits that have distinguished black and white speech for
centuries are directly or indirectly traceable to the early contact situation

between English and West African languages. As African languages and

English collided, there was an obvious accommodation to the regional

manifestations of English, but the imprint of the original impact also

remained indelible. This is hardly remarkable in language contact situ-

ations. The English vowels of some Minnesotans, for example, still bear the

language marks of the earlier Scandinavian settlers, and southeastern

Pennsylvanians continue to reflect German language influence in con-

structions such as Are you going with for Are you going with me? and It's all
for It's all gone long after German was used regularly in the area - or, after

German is all.
AAE has been influenced both by its earlier regional context in the US

and its heritage language situation, making a clear-cut winner in Anglicist-

Creolist debate difficult to pick. As is often the case in such debates,

both sides have a point - and the truth lies somewhere in between. The

position presented here, which admits both earlier regional influence

and the persistent influence of the original language contact situation, is

referred to as the "substrate Hypothesis" simply to distinguish it from
other positions.

The Evolution of Contemporary AAE

The story of AAE is an ongoing one. In fact, its modern path of change is

every bit as intriguing as its earlier history. Current studies show that
the distinctive traits of AAE are probably stronger at the beginning of the

twenty-first century than they were a century earlier. Older speakers in
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remote regional contexts may still sound quite local, but their younger
counterparts are likely to sound more like their transregional urban AAE
counterparts. Younger speakers in the outlying region of Hyde County,
for example, usually reject the regional pronunciation of high tide as hoi

toid and the use of weren't for wasn't as they pick up the use of habitual
action be in sentences like Sometimes they be trippin' and intensifii the

absence ofthe -s suffix on verbs in sentences like Shego for She goes.Inthe
process, AAE has become a transregional variety that is more ethnically
distinct today than it was a century ago. The fact that ethnicity now
usually trumps region in African American speech is one of the great

stories of modern dialectology.
There are a couple of reasons for the emergence of AAE as a super-

regional, ethnically based variety of English. The expanded mobility
of African Americans in the last century linked speakers from different
regions, making it easier for interregional language spread to take place.

At the same time, the pattern of persistent segregation in American
society served as a fertile social environment for developing and maintain-
ing a distinct ethnic variety. Many Northern urban areas are, in fact, more
densely populated by African Americans today than they were several

decades ago, and the informal social networks of many urban African
Americans remain highly segregated. Population demographics, however,

do not tell the only story. Over the past half-century, there has been a
growing sense of ethnic identity associated with AAE, supported through
a variety of social mechanisms that range from community-based social

networks to stereotypical media projections of African American speech.

In the process, regional dialects - and Standard English * have become

associated with "white speech." The development of "oppositional

identity," in which behavior with strong associations with white norms
is avoided, became an important part of the ethnic divide. Though it
might seem ironic that the association of Standard English with white
speech would develop in a social and educational context that steadfastly

rejects vernacular speech of any type - and African American English

most vigorously of all - it is a true testament to the spnbolic role of
language in the African American experience. It is also an indication
of the enduring cultural clash between white-dominant mainstream
institutions and people of color in American society. In an important
sense, there is no greater testament to the durability of African American
culture than the vitality of the past and present voice of African American
English.
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